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ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF

GAUSS POLYNOMIALS

PATRICK X. GALLAGHER, L. THOMAS RAMSEY AND BENJAMIN B. WELLS

Abstract.   An   asymptotic   evaluation  is   given   for   the   polynomials   G(a) =

2';=íe(j2/n)eU«)íor4\n.

The evaluation of quadratic Gauss sums 1"=x e(j2/n) (e(x) denotes e27"x), which

Gauss himself accomplished in 1805, is fundamental today. Nevertheless, it has

continued to be of interest, especially since the evaluation of the corresponding cubic

and quartic Gauss sums has been accomplished only recently. In this note we give an

asymptotic evaluation of the Gauss polynomials G(a) = 2"=1 e(j2/n)e(ja) for

41 n. It suffices to treat the polynomials f(a) = 2Z"L2X e(j2/n)e(ja), since if 4 | n,

(j + n/2)2 =j2mod n, and thus (7(a) = (1 + e(na/2))f(a).

By periodicity we may restrict to the interval | a | < {-. The essential part of our

asymptotic formula is that

(1+)     f(a) ~ e(-na2/4 + na/2 + ^)\¡n/2    for n -» oo and {n~a -* co,

(1_) f(a) ~ e(-na2/4 + |)v'«/2    for n -> oo and —{n~a -* oo.

For small a, the result fails dramatically. For example, if a = \/n,f(a) = 0(\).

For odd n, Littlewood (see [4, Theorem 1]) obtained an intricate asymptotic

evaluation of the polynomials <t>(a) = 1^"S0i)/2 e(j(j + \)/2n)e(ja), which he

termed "cousins of the elliptic 0-functions." His consideration of these polynomials

grew out of an attempt to answer the question: can one construct polynomials/(a)

with coefficients of modulus 1 and degree m satisfying

(2) fn(\ -em)<i\f{a)\<fm{\ + e J

uniformly in «, for some positive sequence em tending to 0? Although the (b(a) do

not satisfy (2), Littlewood showed that if the sum in <j>(a) is taken to«- 1, these

polynomials do satisfy (2) in intervals n~x/2+s <| a |*£ {- for every 8 > 0. Byrnes [1]

has given other polynomials with coefficients of modulus 1 also failing the uniform-

ity criterion in a similar way. More recently, J.-P. Kahane has given a probabilistic

proof of the existence of such polynomials satisfying (2).
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Our principal tool, the Poisson summation formula, was used by Dirichlet [2, p.

287] in his evaluation of the Gauss sum,

2 e(j2/n) = 2'e(j2/n) =    f     fe{x2/n - kx) dx
7=17=1 £ = -oo

n

2   e(-k2n/4)j e
k = -oo !

=    1   e(-k2n/4)rkn/2+"e(x2/n)dx,
k = -x J-kn/2

where the dash means that the end terms are halved. The terms with k even combine

to give /?M e(x2/n) dx, and those with k odd give e( — n/4) times the same integral.

Thus,

2 e{j2/n) = {1 + e(-n/4)}fr e(y2)dy.

Put n = 1 and get

1 = (i +<?(-$)} C e{y2)dy,
•'-oo

from which

7=1 (-1/4)

{n~, n S 1 mod 4,

0, « = 2 mod 4,

z'yvi, « = 3 mod 4,

e{l){2n,    n=4mod4.

For 41 n, we have (y + n/2)2 =j2 mod n, so 2%\ e((a +j)2/n) = e(\)Jh~/2 for

each integer a. It follows that with/(a) = 1n/J[ e(j2 /n)e(ja),

We now turn to the asymptotic evaluation of/(a) for other a. Our formulas are

expressed in terms of the standard Fresnel integral I(to) = /" e(y2)dy (u > 0).

Theorem. For 0 < a < \3

(3+)

/(a) = v/"^(-«a2/4){e(na/2)2/(0) + (1 - e(na/2))l({ña/2)} + 0(\).

For

(3_)   /(a) = v^e(-na2/4){2/(0) + (e(na/2) - \)l(-fna/2)) + 0(1).
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Since 2/(0) = e({)/ f2, we obtain (1). However, if a is small, e.g. 0 «: a < \/n,

we obtain

/<«H-„«y4+l)^{I±4p/a} + 0(1)

which gives/(a) = 0(\) for a p \/n.

Proof of Theorem. Put a = a/(n/2) + ß with a an integer | a |< «/4 and

We then write

a + n/2 2

(4) /(a) = e(-««2/4)   2   g[ (7 + w^/2)   \
a+\        \ " /

By Poisson's summation formula, the sum in (4) is

00 ,   ,,

(5) 2     f       e(x2/n)e(-kx)dx ■ e(knß/2) + 0(1),

the error term coming from the fact that the sum in (4) is almost 2'^+n/2 g(j + nß/2),

with g(x) = e(x2/n) for a *£ x *s a + h/2 and g(x) « 0 for other x.

The &th integral in (5) is

(2

{X - kn/1)      dx =  rk"/2 + "/2e(x2/n)dx.

n I ■fa-kn/J

For k ¥= 0, 1 we write this as a Stieltjes integral and integrate by parts to get

rt^«*»)=§5 ■ ̂»]>n^)>«*»).
The integrated parts constitute a sum

1 12   nJ1
k£) !   27TÍ [a — kn/2 + n/2       a — kn/2 J

= o[ 2   iA2) = o(i).

e(a2/«)e(/<«/3/2)

A^=0. 1

Since the integrands are monotone, each of the remaining integrals satisfy

2

X'
/'(§£)>M*!/»))«(«/2>:

1      +    '

I a - kn/2 + n/2 |3       \a- kn/2

from which it follows that the total contribution of these integrals is 0(\/n).

The integrals in (5) with k = 0 and k = 1 may be expressed in terms of the

standard integral I(u) = J™ e(y2)dy (w > 0). For 0 < a < w/4, we get

fc = 0:    fa+"/2e(x2/n)dx= fii [l(a/fn) - l((a + n/2)/{n~)),
a

k=\:     f      e(x2/n)dx = fi{2l(0)-l(a/fii) - l((n/2-a)/fi)}.
Ja — n/2
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Using the bound I(u) « \/u>, we get

(6+)   f(a) = fie(-na2/4){e(na/2)2I(0) + (l - e(na/2))l(a/{n~)) + 0(1).

Similarly for — w/4 *£ a < 0, we get

(6.)    f(a) = {n~e(-na2/4){21(0) + (e(na/2) - \)l(-a/{n~)} + 0(\).

Finally, to conclude the proof of the Theorem, we replace I(±a/ Jh~) by I(± Jñet/2)

in (6) to obtain (3).

A careful estimate of the real and imaginary parts of fj¡ e(y2) dy for 0 < a < b <

oo shows that its modulus does not exceed .52905. From this estimate and (6) it

follows that the modulus of/(a) nowhere exceeds 2^n/2 + 0(l).
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